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In contemporary contexts, criminal justice processes involve multiple participants and aim to
serve various ends. Participants typically include the defendant or convicted offender, the
public, the state, and the victim.1 In England and Wales—the jurisdiction we take as our
primary example, though its relevant features are reproduced in similar systems, including
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States—the Criminal Justice Act 2003
section 142 stipulates that the purposes of sentencing include the following ends: reparation
to victims; punishment, reform, and rehabilitation of the offender; and public protection. Yet,
despite these multiple participants and various ends, the dominant orientation in both
mainstream and alternative forms of criminal justice theory and practice employs what we
shall call a single-process approach. By this we mean that a single system and set of
procedures and practices is first and foremost conceptualized, but also in practice functions,
so as to encompass these multiple participants and serve these various ends. Crucially, as we
describe more fully below, a single-process approach aims to do justice to victims primarily
through conviction and punishment of the offender. Put in the crudest terms, justice for
victims involves offenders getting their ‘just deserts’. In contrast, by a dual-process approach
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we shall mean one that separates conceptually and, in so far as possible, in practice, at least
two of the participants, namely, the victim and the offender, and employs two distinct
systems—with their corresponding personnel—to serve the ends relevant to each
respectively. Our aim in this article is to argue for a dual-process approach as against the
dominant single-process model. We suggest that neither in principle nor in practice can a
single process do justice to both victims and offenders. Hence we ought, so far as possible, to
separate conceptually the needs and the ends in relation to victims and offenders that the
criminal law legitimately aims to serve, and enact this conceptual reform in practice. This, we
argue, in its ideal form entails designing one track oriented to victims and one track oriented
to offenders, to address the distinctive concerns of each with parallel sophistication and
humanity.
Our discussion proceeds in eight sections, encompassing historical, empirical, and
philosophical considerations. We begin by describing the origins and motivation for this
article, both to provide some familiarity with its background assumptions, and to render a
dual-process approach intuitively worthy of the further exploration which the article then
provides. In the second and third sections, we seek to explain why a single-process approach
has been so dominant—so dominant, arguably, as to have obscured the very possibility of a
dual-process approach. We start to answer this question by considering the historical
evolution of the criminal law as a means of dispute resolution; turning then to the ascendancy
of the victims’ movement and the corresponding political climate within the last few decades.
In the third section, we consider some of the foundations of contemporary mainstream penal
philosophy, as articulated by influential forms of modern retributivism. To anticipate, our key
point is that the retributivist focus on the offender getting their ‘just deserts’ as central to
justice being served invites—but does not in itself necessitate—the equation of justice for
victims with punishment of offenders: the crucial assumption inherent in the dominant singleprocess approach. Although we have elsewhere argued against certain key features of modern
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retributivism,2 it is important for our purposes here to recognize that retributivism can
embrace a dual-process approach yet retain these key features—so long as it refuses the
invitation to equate justice for victims with punishment of offenders or, relatedly, to justify
the latter by appeal to the former. In the fourth and fifth sections, we argue in favour of
replacing the current single-process approach with a dual-process model. We first consider
some inadequacies of recent attempts to address the interests and needs of victims and provide
them with a meaningful yet appropriate role within a single-process approach. In Section V
we then turn to the theoretical basis for rejecting the alignment of justice for victims with
punishment of offenders, premised on the guiding values of a state-initiated centralized
criminal justice system within contemporary liberal democracies. In the sixth section, having
established the value of creating a separate victim-oriented track, we sketch what it might
look like in practice. To maximize the chance of realizing practical change, we build so far as
possible on existing structures to concretize the conceptual orientation of a dual-process
approach. In the seventh section we compare the view we advocate to restorative justice
theory and practice. The concluding section briefly revisits the reasons to reject an alignment
of justice for victims with punishment of offenders.

I.

ORIGINS, MOTIVATION, AND THE CLINICAL ANALOGY REVISITED

A central preoccupation of public concern about crime is the harm it does to victims. Recent
years have witnessed increased attention to the fear and insecurity felt not only by actual
victims, but by potential victims of crime.3 This phenomenon may be rooted in a larger sociocultural trend in which victimization is a defining feature of how claims to moral and political
attention are made in public discourse.4 Whatever the truth of this larger claim, there can be
no doubt that a concern with victims of crime has had a significant impact on public and
political debate, as well as on the policy platforms of the main political parties, in the United
Kingdom and comparable countries, including Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the
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United States.5 The reasons have been both principled—expressing moral sympathy on behalf
of victims—and pragmatic.
In a world in which not only offenders, but also victims of crime, are drawn
disproportionately from the less socially advantaged and, particularly, from those suffering
multiple psychological, social, and economic vulnerabilities, the insecurity presented by crime
raises key issues of social justice and distribution and is hence a natural political concern for
left of centre as much as right of centre parties.6 Given that swing voters may be concerned
about the impact of crime on their lives and their communities, and hence about the efficacy
of criminal justice policy, it makes electoral sense for political parties to enhance their policy
offer to victims and potential victims of crime.7 Notwithstanding a marked decline in crime
since the 1990s—albeit following a twenty-year period of rising crime rates in many advanced
democracies—victims’ interests have remained politically salient.8 Indeed, the development
of a criminal justice policy oriented to both the needs and satisfaction of victims has come to
look like a matter of moral and political common sense in both national and international
criminal justice.9 In England and Wales, for example, this has been expressed in government
papers claiming to ‘rebalance the system in favour of victims’ and the ‘law-abiding majority’.10
In a series of recent articles, we have argued for a reconception of criminal
responsibility and the punishment of offenders that may appear to call this common sense into
question.11 Our inspiration is the clinical model of responsibility without blame, which sharply
distinguishes practices of holding responsible and to account for wrongdoing that maintain
respect, concern, and indeed compassion—and so can support and enable moral and
psychological growth and behavioural change—from practices that invite and fuel an affective
form of blame and its associated hostile expressions and actions, and so undermine these
ends.12 We have argued that, despite some important differences between clinical and criminal
contexts, it is nonetheless both valuable and feasible to import key features of the clinical
model of responsibility without blame into the legal realm.13 Our core claim is that, by analogy
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with the clinical model, the state should approach the punishment of offenders by insisting on
offenders’ agency, and hence a firm attribution of responsibility for their offences; but,
crucially, should do so without the sort of affective blaming which normally accompanies
findings of criminal culpability and is part and parcel of the hard treatment commonly
associated with retributive punishment. Rather, the state should aspire to punish with
forgiveness, and to design its criminal justice apparatus so as to maximize the opportunities
to create institutional counterparts of interpersonal forgiveness.14 Our approach therefore
shares with many versions of modern retributivism an emphasis on the offender’s
responsibility for blameworthy conduct as core to the permissibility of punishment, but
rejects its usual conception of what punishment involves, thereby enabling responses to crime
that better serve forward-looking ends.
Our alternative model raises many questions; our aspiration in this article is to address
one of the most obvious, namely, its ability not merely to give a better account of criminal
justice for offenders, but also to cater for victims’ interests and needs. How is the moral and
political common sense mandating proper respect and concern for victims to be
accommodated within a model which appears to give little attention to victims themselves
and, indeed, argues for a form of non-blaming responsibility, followed by punishment oriented
towards forgiveness? Does this not imply a disrespect and lack of concern for victims? And,
if so, does it not fail on fundamentally moral—never mind practical and political—grounds?
These questions demand serious consideration. In what follows, we argue that they
are best addressed by a dual-process approach. But before embarking on that argument, we
revisit the analogy between clinical and legal contexts, in the hope of motivating some
scepticism about the viability of a single-process model and lending intuitive credibility to
our preferred dual-process alternative.
To this end, consider that forms of group therapy that employ the model of
responsibility without blame do not place patients who are undertaking therapy as victims
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and patients who are undertaking therapy as offenders within a single therapy group—the
equivalent of a single-process approach—but rather provide separate groups for each—the
equivalent of a dual-process approach.15 One reason for this rule is not straightforwardly
relevant to a criminal justice context. Victims may be vulnerable to further exploitation, and
offenders who are embarking on therapy to address their wrongdoing typically still pose a
risk; hence placing victims and offenders in the same group may simply not be safe. However,
an additional reason for this separation is applicable; namely, that the basic interests and needs
of people undertaking therapy as victims and people undertaking therapy as offenders are
likely to conflict, seriously reducing the likelihood that a therapy group facing the task of
helping both is effective at helping either.
For instance, victims may need to speak to their experience and emotions surrounding
the crime, in an environment that feels safe and supportive; they may also need to express
rage and vengeance, in a way which may be raw or unconstrained, as part of a process of
grieving and coming to terms with what happened to them. The former is unlikely to be
possible with offenders in the group; the latter may be possible, but counter-productive to the
therapeutic task of enabling offenders to take responsibility and begin to change—given that
the latter goals are not typically facilitated by environments supporting affective blame.
Offenders, in turn, may need to express some of the emotions, beliefs, and desires that have
contributed to their offending, in order to work through them and embark on a process of
change. And, in so far as these contain hateful or violent attitudes, offenders may not feel able
to express them in the presence of victims; or, if offenders do choose to express them, this
may understandably make victims feel angry, upset, and afraid. Offenders may also need to
develop a ‘redemption script’ which, while acknowledging their past offending, builds a
narrative in which their core self, although led astray, is and always has been fundamentally
good, thereby offering a basis for a better future in which they desist from crime.16 Such a
script—while conducive to change and reducing the risk of offending—may not be
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appropriate to ask victims to hear, let alone, as co-members of a therapy group, to support
and believe in. These potential problems are obvious; no doubt there are also other reasons
why running a joint therapy group both for those undertaking therapy as victims and as
offenders is not advisable, given the distinct ends of, on the one hand, acknowledging and
addressing the wrong to victims and helping them to heal and recover; and, on the other,
holding offenders responsible for wrongdoing in a way that enables moral and psychological
growth and behavioural change.
It is striking how much these two clinical ends resonate with the ends we might hope
to have in relation both to victims and to offenders in a criminal justice context. Nonetheless,
we acknowledge that the parallel is not exact. Rather, we offer this comparison as a way of
casting doubt on the assumption that a single-process approach is evidently the best or indeed
the only way to design a criminal justice system. In a therapeutic context, a dual-process
approach is the better option when addressing both victims and offenders, precisely because
of the difficulty of designing a single system well-suited to achieving the clinical ends relevant
to both. Might this be true of criminal justice contexts as well?

II.

EXPLAINING THE DOMINANCE OF A SINGLE-PROCESS APPROACH:
THE HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF CRIMINAL LAW

We hope that the clinical analogy just mooted shows that a single-process approach is not
the only option worth considering in fashioning institutions to deal with the aftermath of
wrongful or harmful behaviour. Why, then, has it been so dominant—arguably so much so as
to have obscured the very possibility of a dual-process approach? To answer this question, we
must bear in mind the evolution of the criminal law as a means of dispute resolution and the
production of social and symbolic order. Our current system of centralized, state-initiated
criminalization developed over many centuries, gradually displacing older systems typically
initiated and controlled by the victim, their family, or a community acting in the victim’s or
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an associated sectoral interest. These older systems, notably the feud—which were always
subject to the risk of an escalation of conflict and cycle of revenge—eroded as state
institutions claimed further control over violence as a precondition for more effective
governance. Clearly, this process happened in different ways, to different degrees, and at
different times in various countries; and private conflict-resolution—whether oriented to
revenge or to other goals such as the pursuit of compensation or social order—persists in
most parts of the world to this day. But the eventual differentiation of monarchical or state
law from the feud, and of criminal law—as a form of public law—from civil law, is arguably a
key hallmark of modernization.17
For our purposes, the key point about this process is that the central role of the victim
was gradually displaced by state institutions. The emerging conception of crime as a public
wrong, or of criminal law as a mechanism underpinning civil order, came to imply that
criminal enforcement was undertaken by the state in the vindication of a collective standard
of conduct—and, importantly, that the rule of law and the associated precept of equality
before the law mandated universal treatment, even-handedly enforced and independent of the
preferences and circumstances of any particular victim. Notably, however, this process was
completed only relatively recently. In England and Wales, for example, victim-initiated
prosecution remained the norm until well into the 19th century, and it was arguably not until
the creation of the Crown Prosecution Service in 1985 that a state-directed criminal justice
system was complete.18 As this system developed, most of the attention to reform and
innovation focused, perhaps understandably, on formal state institutions and the role of
police, lawyers, probation officers and other officials. Although victims have continued to play
a key role as witnesses in criminal cases,19 in England and Wales, for example, it was not until
the enactment of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme in 1964, and then the
establishment of the charitable organization, Victim Support, in the early 1970s, that
systematic attention began to be given to the interests and needs of victims in, and arising
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from, the modernized criminal process.20 From a historical perspective, we find therefore a
marked change, from a system initiated and controlled by victims and associated parties—
and shaped in part, although by no means exclusively, by the logic of revenge—to one where
their power and role was significantly limited.
This change has perhaps naturally lent itself to discontent—a feeling that victims have
been marginalized and their conflicts ‘stolen’ by the state.21 This may have fuelled the
growing demand over the past decades that the criminal process attend more seriously to
victims’ interests and needs, and accord them a more meaningful role in criminal proceedings.
However, the key point is that, historically, our system of centralized, state-initiated
criminalization emerged from a system that was originally initiated and controlled by victims
and associated parties, eroding their power without consistently addressing the appropriate
role remaining for them within it. No wonder, then, that this very system is where we
instinctively turn to find justice for victims.

III.

EXPLAINING THE DOMINANCE OF A SINGLE-PROCESS APPROACH:
THE LOGIC OF REVENGE

In addition to the historical context, philosophical and psychological forces may have
cemented the dominance of a single-process approach. Throughout history, influential forms
of conflict resolution—whether administered by private individuals, or by the state or other
collective institutions—have been characterized by the logic of revenge: for example, the
ancient lex talionis. Although contemporary penal philosophy typically holds that vengeance
has no place in criminal justice, elements of the logic of revenge may nonetheless remain in
both our theories and our practices. According to that logic, victims have a right—indeed, in
cultures and contexts emphasizing honour, they may be considered to have a duty—to avenge
a wrong perpetrated against them or their group; or, alternatively, a public or private
collectivity may be regarded as having a duty to exact that vengeance on their behalf. The
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logic of revenge takes justice to consist fundamentally in a form of payback.22 Retaliation is
payment owed to the victim or their group for the harm they have suffered at the hands of
the offender. In other words, according to this logic, it is precisely through the offender
suffering in turn that the wrong to the victim is made right and justice is served.
As Karsten Struhl has argued,23 elements of the logic of revenge can be discerned in
many versions of the dominant contemporary penal philosophy, namely, the modern form of
retributivism commonly known as ‘just deserts’ or the ‘justice’ model. Retributivists have
long been concerned to distinguish the concept of retribution from the concept of revenge;24
and, unquestionably, the current system is distinct from a revenge system in various respects.
Central among these differences is that the right to punish is taken out of the hands of the
individual wronged and any affiliated collectivity and placed instead under the jurisdiction of
the state or other legitimate authority, thereby supporting more even-handed and universal
treatment of offenders.25 And there is, of course, much variation within contemporary
retributivism, especially in relation to the extent to which theories combine backward-looking
elements with forward-looking considerations of, for example, reform and rehabilitation.
Nonetheless, retributivism of many varieties is shaped by a common precept, namely, a
commitment to a default—albeit in some contexts defeasible—assumption that punishment,
typically in the form of hard treatment, is to be visited on the offender in response to, by reason
of, and in proportion to their blameworthiness—in other words, because they deserve it.26 Is
the infliction of ‘hard treatment’ on offenders as a form of ‘just deserts’—to adopt the popular
rhetoric—so dissimilar from justice as payback, whereby offender suffering is the means by
which the wrong to the victim is made right? Or does it in effect introduce elements of the
logic of revenge in a more sanitized guise?27 As we suggest in Section V below, it is possible
for retributivists to reject the logic of revenge while cleaving to this precept or core. The
point we wish to emphasize here is that the logic of revenge inflects many forms of modern
retributivism without its influence being sufficiently recognized.
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Consider, in this light, that the communicative theory of punishment as espoused by
Antony Duff28—one of the most humane and liberal articulations of retributivism, which
marries backward-looking concerns of ‘just deserts’ with forward-looking concerns of a kind
more typically associated with restorative justice—is explicit that the need for hard treatment
of offenders is a requirement of the justice that is owed to victims. According to Duff, crimes
are public wrongs—in the sense that the public has an interest in them—and hence
appropriately fall under the jurisdiction of the state. However, the reason why conduct should
be criminalized is the wrong it does to victims.29 Crucially, Duff claims that to assert that
conduct is wrong and so should be criminalized, in a way that carries moral seriousness, is to
commit not only to refraining from such conduct oneself but, equally, to censuring it in others.
For Duff, such censure is owed to the public, whose values are violated through crime; to
offenders, out of respect for their responsible agency; but also ‘to its victims, as manifesting
concern for them and for their wronged condition’.30 On Duff’s view, it is therefore hard
treatment of the offender that communicates precisely the penal sanction owed to victims—albeit
ideally in a way which looks not only backwards but forwards, in so far as it invites offenders
not only to repent, but to offer meaningful apology and reparation to victims. Indeed, Duff
appears to go further, at places suggesting that one cannot truly sympathize with the victim
without censuring the offender.31 Hence Duff’s original communicative theory, despite the
modesty of its retributivist sentiment and its inclusion of forward-looking considerations,
nonetheless embodies a pair of intuitions that resonate profoundly with the logic of revenge,
namely, that justice is fundamentally owed to victims and served, at least in part, through
communication of censure in the form of hard treatment of the offender.32
Bringing this pair of intuitions into the light can help to explain the dominance of a
single-process approach. For, despite the fact that the idea of justice as involving retaliation
and payback may be explicitly disavowed, the two intuitions underpinning the logic of
revenge nonetheless implicitly remain embedded in much modern retributivism. On the one
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hand, the intuition that justice is fundamentally owed to victims—not simply to society—for
wrongs inflicted on them by the offender secures their moral and political claim for the
criminal justice process to address them. On the other, the intuition that justice is served to
victims through hard treatment of the offender establishes punishment of the offender as one—if
not the fundamental—means by which the wrong to victims is redressed and justice achieved.
Crucially, in the grip of this pair of intuitions, the possibility of a dual-process approach is
moot. One process is all that would ever be required, precisely because what victims are due
just is a process by which the offender is punished.
The gradual erosion of the power and role of victims from the criminal justice process,
together with the retention of this pair of intuitions, can therefore explain the dominance of
a single-process approach. But it can also explain why the demand to focus on victims’
interests and needs, which has become part of the political agenda from the 1970s onwards,
has all too often resulted in what Andrew Ashworth memorably terms ‘victims in the service
of severity’.33 For this may simply result from an equation, explicit or implicit, of justice for
victims with punishment for offenders. We now argue that this equation should be severed
and a dual-process approach developed in its stead.

IV.

THE ARGUMENT FOR A DUAL-PROCESS APPROACH: VICTIMS’ NEEDS
AND INTERESTS

Although the precursors to our state-initiated centralized criminal justice system were
victim-involving, the aspiration to reintroduce victims is challenging to it on theoretical as
well as practical grounds. The legitimate power of the state to criminalize and punish forms
of conduct is widely held to rest on the idea of crime as a breach of civil order34 or as a public
wrong.35 Crimes which inflict serious consequences on direct victims—offences against
people and their key interests—occupy a paradigm position within this conception.36 The
state as a democratically elected body is thereby empowered to address those breaches or
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wrongs guided by basic liberal principles of equality before the law, demanding evenhandedness, fairness, and consistency.37 In the arguments that follow, we make the key
assumption that whatever role victims are able to have within any legitimate criminal justice
system must be consonant with this vision.
Following Bottoms and Roberts,38 we can distinguish three kinds of interests or needs
victims may be considered to have—even if, as we shall see, the lines between them are not
sharp. First, there are Service Needs, which include compensation, proper treatment at court,
assistance in testifying, as well as provision of information about the progress of the case, bail
and remand decisions, hearings, appeal, and reviews, and case discontinuance or outcomes.
Secondly, there are Expressive Needs, which include the opportunity for victims to have a
voice and to give expression to their experience during the criminal process. Thirdly, there
are Participatory/Decision-making Needs, including offering opinions on issues such as bail,
sentencing, and parole, which stand to influence decisions and outcomes. Note that some of
these needs apply specifically to victims of offences which result in a prosecution and trial,
while others, including compensation and Expressive Needs, apply to victims of crime quite
generally.
To take Service Needs first: over the past 40 years there has developed considerable
provision for the delivery of services to victims across many jurisdictions; for example, in
England and Wales, the Codes of Practice promulgated under the Domestic Violence, Crime
and Victims’ Act 2004.39 As both Hoyle and Ashworth note,40 the case for providing such
services is a powerful one—which does not necessarily raise any particular concerns of
principle. The recognition that victims of crime have not only an interest in the progress of
the case, but distinctive emotional and practical needs in relation to it that make a legitimate
claim on our moral and political attention, does not impinge upon the public aims of criminal
justice or the rights of offenders. However, empirical research suggests that despite their
obvious justification, the delivery of these victims’ services is markedly uneven.41
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Unquestionably, more can and should be done to provide for the Service Needs of victims, as
discussed below.
However, Expressive Needs and Participatory/Decision-making Needs are more
complicated to align with the principles underpinning the contemporary criminal justice
system. The classic example of a mechanism to serve the expressive needs of victims is the
Victim Personal Statement (VPS). In England and Wales, for example, this was introduced
in 1996, inviting victims to give the court a sense of the emotional, financial, or other impact
of the offence on their lives and/or the lives of their family. While the contours of this
invitation are generally acknowledged to be somewhat unclear, it can be argued that VPSs
are compatible with the usual principles of criminal justice so long as they are kept within
certain bounds. They must focus on the impact of the offence on the victim and/or their
family, and precisely not express an opinion on what an appropriate sentence or outcome of
the proceedings would be. In other words, they are not allowed to bleed into
Participatory/Decision-making Needs, and must be strictly subject to the prosecutor’s duty
to ‘form an overall view of the public interest’.42
However, the risks of inviting VPSs into criminal proceedings are significant. VPSs
offer victims a platform to give voice to their experience in relation to the offence and so are
apt to introduce an emotionally charged dynamic into the process. This may make it difficult
to keep affective blame at bay, and so result in both an increase in severity of sentencing and
a decrease in the possibility of the proceedings effectively promoting offender reform and
rehabilitation.43 Moreover, this platform may pose a risk to victims themselves. Criminal
proceedings do not contain the resources of, for example, therapy groups, in providing the
possibility of working through feelings and finding closure. Meaningful interpersonal forms
of uptake of VPSs within the criminal process are strictly limited. Indeed, the most obvious
place in the proceedings for uptake to occur would be in relation to sentencing decisions; yet,
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this is precisely where—if Expressive Needs are not to bleed into Participatory/Decisionmaking Needs—VPSs cannot straightforwardly be taken up.
To be clear, we believe that Expressive Needs are extremely important for victim
wellbeing and have a claim to be met. This is both as a matter of common-sense morality
which demands that, as individuals and as a society, we make time to listen and attend to
those who have been wronged and who are suffering; and due to the more specific obligations
on a state-initiated criminal justice system (see Section V below). Indeed, it is hard to imagine
that anyone could read eloquent, dignified, and heart-rending testimony from victims,44 and
conclude otherwise. But giving victims a platform for self-expression which risks them feeling
their voice is not valued or heard—for which there is no adequate institutionalized uptake—
arguably creates the possibility for secondary victimization at the hands of the criminal justice
system itself.45
With respect to Participatory/Decision-making Needs, many jurisdictions do license
involvement of this kind. In New Zealand, family impact statements are allowed to affect
sentences. Research in the United States suggests that, notwithstanding any intention to limit
them to Expressive Needs only, VPSs have offender-regarding and system-regarding effects:
in potentially capital cases, for example, they increase the probability of a death sentence.46 In
international law, too, the victim has on occasion been accorded a special status, including
having standing in proceedings before the International Criminal Court and certain rights of
compensation.47 And, in England and Wales, with respect to offenders sentenced to life and
some other categories, victims have a right to be consulted by probation services about their
release, with the Parole Board obliged to take these views into account.48 Such
Participatory/Decision-making Needs—and the bleeding of Expressive Needs into them—
are not easily reconciled with the liberal principles of even-handedness, fairness, and
consistency that guide modern criminal law, introducing as they do the possibility of
differential treatment for otherwise similarly situated offenders on the basis of the
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contingency of the victim’s feelings, opinions, or preferences, as well as their capacity
effectively to express these.49 They should therefore be rejected as inconsonant with the vision
underlying our contemporary criminal justice system.
Creating a victim-oriented track that runs separately from but parallel to the track for
offenders—with designated government funds and personnel to respond to victims and
address their legitimate interests and needs—would in principle provide a focused means of
addressing victims while preserving the integrity of the criminal process. For example, it
would facilitate tailor-made service provision, unencumbered by the aims and constraints of
the track for offenders. And, in particular, it could include more specialized therapeutic
services to enable victims to address their experience and emotions surrounding the crime,
thereby providing an adequate and appropriate context for Expressive Needs to be met. In
other words, a victim-oriented track stands to address the wrongs done to victims in a way
which makes a genuine difference to their wellbeing. As we now argue, this is a kind of justice
for victims—as distinct from punishment of the offender—which we ought, as a society, to
provide as part and parcel of the criminal justice system.

V.

THE ARGUMENT FOR A DUAL-PROCESS APPROACH: DUTIES OF THE
STATE AND EXCISING THE LOGIC OF REVENGE

As noted above, criminal law accords a central place to crimes with direct victims as the
prototype of conduct constituting a public wrong or breach of civil order such as to warrant
criminalization as opposed to other forms of public regulation. Indeed a commonly held
justification for the establishment of a criminal justice system is the fact that such conduct is
voluntary and the cause of serious harm to victims.50 This is widely taken to imply a special
responsibility to victims—namely, to recognize and address this serious harm—on the part
of a state-initiated criminal justice system, which is over and above the state’s more general
welfare duties to all those within its borders. It is therefore difficult to see why anyone would
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object in principle to the enhancement of what is offered to victims on a single-process model—
namely, punishment of the offender—by a further commitment to the creation of a separate
and additional victim-oriented track of dedicated services and provision, to address legitimate
Service and Expressive Needs. Rather, any resistance is likely to concern the further claim
made by a dual-process model, namely, that the creation of a victim-oriented track ought to
be conceptually and practically distinct, so far as possible, from the offender-oriented track,
and so implies the removal of victims and their right to involvement and address by the latter.
In other words, the point at issue between a dual- and single-process approach is
fundamentally whether, even if part of justice for victims involves a commitment to their
wellbeing in relation to the harms perpetrated by the crime and the burdens of any criminal
proceedings, this could possibly be all of it. We therefore aim in this section to address headon the intuition that justice for victims demands punishment of offenders; first, by
demonstrating the value of introducing a sharper line between the appropriate nature and
enactment of justice for victims and the legitimate punishment of offenders by the state; and,
second, by laying down a challenge to opponents of a dual-process approach, to justify the
intuition in question.
One reason to draw this line more sharply is practical: if offenders are not punished
while this intuition remains, victims may feel that they in effect fail to get justice.51 This is,
indeed, all too real a problem with the current single-process approach. Defendants may not
be convicted for a host of reasons apart from their innocence, such as procedural mistrial,
mistaken verdicts, inadequate evidence, or, even worse, a prejudicial discrediting of victim
testimony. Many offenders are not prosecuted, or even identified. Given the limited service
provision for victims, alongside widespread societal cleavage to the intuition that justice for
victims is served through punishment of offenders, it is natural to feel that failures to convict
and punish in cases such as these ipso facto result in failures to address the wrong done to the
victim.
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Indeed, the adversarial nature of the current single-process system may further
contribute to this problem. Given the propensity of the procedures and rituals of the courts
to create a climate of side-taking, victims and those who stand accused in effect come to be
pitted against one another. This cannot but reduce the possibility that a single process could
satisfy the ends relevant to each party, for, once a side is taken, interests and allegiances
naturally lie with the chosen party, at the expense of the other.52 In conjunction with
widespread societal cleavage to the intuition that justice for victims is served through
punishment of the offender, side-taking risks that victims may feel devalued if the court does
not convict, especially for the kinds of reasons listed above and if the victim is convinced of
the defendant’s guilt.
By contrast, on a dual-process approach, whereby the appropriate treatment of victims
is conceptually and, so far as possible, practically distinguished from whatever treatment is
accorded offenders, this risk would be mitigated. A clear and well-articulated state
commitment to victim wellbeing as a form of justice, embodied in a victim-oriented set of
services and practices that are carefully distinguished from offender-oriented procedures, has
the potential to change societal and hence individual victims’ expectations and,
correspondingly, experiences. If punishment of offenders is no longer conceptualized as the
fundamental means by which victims achieve justice, and if, in addition, victims feel the harm
they have suffered is genuinely addressed through provisions designed to improve their
wellbeing, it is reasonable to hope that, as a result, victims may be less dependent on
conviction and punishment of offenders in order to feel that justice is served and that the
wrong to them has been adequately addressed.
But there are, in addition, reasons of principle for resisting an alignment between
punishment of offenders and justice for victims. For despite the centrality of crimes with
direct victims to the conceptualization and justification of criminal law, there is nothing about
the modern vision of a state-initiated criminal justice system that necessitates or indeed
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justifies the intuition that the state owes victims, as individuals, punishment of ‘their’ offender.
This vision rather suggests that the state should be thought of as owing all citizens, as a
collective, a criminal justice system that is fair, just, effective as far as possible, and aims to
embody the moral and political values of a liberal society in its response to crime. In other
words, the fact that the state owes punishment of offenders who commit public wrongs to its
citizenship as a whole does not license the inference that the state owes punishment of
particular offenders to the particular victims who have been wronged by those offenders. The fact
that a form of conduct is legitimately subject to criminalization because it victimizes does not
ipso facto create individual rights to offender punishment in individual victims. This is a
further and as yet unjustified assumption.
Moreover, any inclination we may have to make this assumption is arguably an
expression of remnants of the logic of revenge—a return to the idea of justice as retaliation
and payback. For, where else would it come from? Recall that, on a dual-process model of the
sort we are advocating, there is no question as to the appropriateness of state punishment of
offenders or of the right of the citizenship as a whole to have public wrongs or breaches of the
civil order robustly addressed. The issue is only whether punishment of particular offenders
is owed as a matter of justice to particular victims. Hence, it is not only that this claim stands
in need of justification. If we are to uphold the modern vision of a state-initiated criminal
justice system as committed to embracing the rule of law and rejecting the logic of revenge—
an aim widely shared in contemporary penal philosophy and embraced by most leading
retributivists, including Andrew Ashworth, Antony Duff, and Andrew von Hirsch53—then
whatever justification is provided must eschew the logic of revenge. Unless and until such a
justification is provided, we therefore suggest that what is legitimately owed to particular
victims by the modern state as a matter of criminal justice cannot be punishment of ‘their’
offender. This goes beyond the correct claim that even-handed, fair, and consistent
punishment of all offenders is owed by the state to the citizenship as a whole; and that it is
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only appropriately considered in any particular case if the offender is blameworthy.54 In the
absence of such justification, the special responsibility that the state has to victims of crime
as individuals—as opposed to the citizenship as a collective—is recognition of the harm done
to them via a serious and sustained attempt to address its impact on their wellbeing and to
serve their interests and needs in meaningful terms. This is most naturally implemented via
a dedicated set of services and provisions apart from the offender-oriented criminal process:
a dual-process model.
We do not, of course, deny that many people in our society—victims included—adhere
to the intuition that justice for victims is served through punishment of offenders. Indeed, in
so far as we are correct that this intuition is an expression of remnants of the logic of revenge
and so stems from an instinct for retaliation and payback, it probably runs deep in human
psychology—even if competing instincts, towards forgiveness for example, are just as
strong.55 We deny, rather, that this intuition reflects an invariant moral truth and that it
should be upheld—in the absence of a justification that is as yet not forthcoming. Importantly,
this point can be embraced not only by theorists sympathetic to our attempt to
reconceptualize criminal responsibility and punishment according to the clinical model of
responsibility without blame, but equally by theorists who remain committed to a more
standard retributive approach to punishment as ‘just deserts’—so long as these theorists do
not maintain that such punishment is expressive of what the state owes to victims, as opposed
to requiring a distinctive source for its justification.56 Rather, the burden of our argument
thus far has been to establish that a single-process approach is neither inevitable nor, on
multiple empirical as well as principled grounds, desirable. The vision of a modernized
criminal justice system—and the multiple ends it strives to achieve—are better served by a
dual-process model, with a dedicated track for victims and a dedicated track for offenders, of
equal humanity and sophistication.
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VI.

DESIGNING A VICTIM-ORIENTED TRACK

How, then, should the victim track of a dual-process model be constructed? Here we can only
sketch its basic shape; and we acknowledge the many practical obstacles to enacting it. But a
crucial preliminary point is that, in England and Wales and other similar jurisdications, we
do not start from a blank slate, but have many sources of information and institutions upon
which to draw.
First and foremost, the design of a victim-oriented process must be victim-centred, in
that it seeks to hear and respond to the voices of victims themselves. There is a growing body
of research on what victims find wanting in the current system;57 and we can design research
to further clarify what victims would ideally like to see by way of support and service
provision. There is, however, one important caveat: in so far as victims identify as one of their
needs that vengeance or hard treatment be visited on the offender, a dual-process approach
cannot accommodate this—any more than a state-initiated single-process approach
legitimately can—because this would be to sacrifice the overarching goods of justice and the
rule of law, as well as to return to the logic of revenge. Nonetheless, a dual-process approach
can aim to address—as opposed to satisfy—even this need via other means, in particular,
provision within the track for victims of adequate specialized therapeutic services, enabling
victims to give expression to their experience and emotions—including the desire for
revenge—within a validating and caring environment. In this respect, the victim-oriented
track of a dual-process approach ought to work in partnership, where possible, with publicly
funded mental health services. This sort of partnership already exists between the criminal
justice system and publicly funded forensic services. Although a great deal more needs to be
done to provide adequate care for the mental health needs of offenders, it is striking that no
parallel intervention is part of the criminal justice system’s responsibility to victims. This
must be part and parcel of any adequately designed victim-oriented track.
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Secondly, there are existing institutions and practices to draw on. The original
conception of Victim Support, as a victim-centred organization in England and Wales
operating parallel to and separately from the single track of the criminal process, remains a
promising model on which to build. But although the charitable status of the organization
might be thought to underline this valuable, victim-centric autonomy, this potential
advantage is offset by uncertainties about the provision of the funding on which its activities
depend. It is key to our argument that the victim-oriented track is a public responsibility just
as much as the offender-oriented track. It is therefore a requirement of a dual-process
approach that adequate funding of the victim-oriented track be put on a statutory basis. We
do not underestimate the challenge this poses. Recent cuts in public provision for victims’
services and indeed welfare services more generally across jurisdictions—in England and
Wales, notably services to victims of domestic violence and abuse, including the provision of
accommodation—are exemplary of the difficulty to be faced. But the moral case for public
funding of an autonomous victim-oriented track, with a specialized staff with a range of
therapeutic, social work, and legal skills, is a strong one. The duty which a state that
establishes a criminal justice system owes to victims of crime is not fulfilled where it is left to
the uncertainties of philanthropic donation or local discretion.
Thirdly, we must address how best to manage victims’ interests and needs in relation
to their inevitable role in contested cases as witnesses in the offender-oriented track. A dualprocess approach offers a conceptual framework for separating the state’s responsibilities and
legitimate ends in relation to victims, and the state’s responsibilities and legitimate ends in
relation to offenders, thereby facilitating the design of a track appropriate to each. This
framework consequently offers a way of recognizing potential conflicts and mitigating
potential harms that may occur when one party is asked to participate in the other track.
Victims will be asked to participate in the offender-oriented track in so far as their testimony
is necessary for establishment of the facts; however, the potential for this involvement to run
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counter to the victim-centred aims of the victim-oriented track needs to be acknowledged and
as much as possible minimized.58 Here, existing models for reform include the innovations
introduced for young or vulnerable witnesses to give evidence remotely or—if their presence
in court is genuinely required—from behind a screen. Clear protocols on the proper limits of
cross-examination—which can heighten the adversarial nature of the criminal proceedings,
fostering prejudicial treatment of both victims and offenders—are also important, and recent
developments show them to be far more practicable than has often been assumed.59 In parallel
to these reforms, the victim-oriented track itself should provide support for victims in
managing their emotions and practical lives as the prosecution and trial process of the
offender-oriented track unfolds.
Fourthly, we can also learn from reflection on existing models for criminal injuries
compensation—a key concern for many victims. Evidently, there are important differences
between at least three possibilities: a self-standing statutory compensation mechanism which
proceeds separately from the criminal process; an independent civil action for damages; and a
legal mechanism such as that existing in several countries which allows victims to attach a
civil case for compensation to criminal proceedings. Arguably, in keeping with the line of
argument offered here, the establishment of criminal offences with direct victims as a category
of conduct expressing a distinctive public notion of wrongdoing itself implies a statutory duty
to provide an autonomous mechanism for criminal injuries compensation. But—even leaving
aside the fact that such compensation will in many cases be symbolic rather than material—
it must be seen in the context of the public obligation to meet victims’ interests and needs.
Crucially, therefore—and in stark contrast to civil actions of various forms—such a scheme
should be cast as a state act of recognition, healing, and restoration, and not as a payback
primarily due from the offender.
Fifthly and finally, given that victims do sometimes express a wish for communication
with the offender, a dual-process approach should have the resources to facilitate—though it
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should not mandate—apologies or other forms of direct recompense in certain specific
contexts. As restorative justice offers an obvious model, we turn now to consider both the
affinities and oppositions between a dual-process approach and restorative justice.

VII.

A DUAL-PROCESS APPROACH AND RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

Restorative justice practices and their articulation within the criminal justice process vary
widely across jurisdictions. What all share, however, is an aspiration to work towards a
restorative and reconciliatory outcome—as well as a reduction in the risk of future
offending—via a confrontation between a victim (or victim representative) and an offender,
often mediated by a third party and involving other participants acting as either neutral
parties or ‘supporters’ of each side. In the central role accorded to victims, as well as the
emphasis on addressing their interests and needs, restorative justice is typically considered a
‘victim-centric’ approach and, as such, bears some affinity to a dual-process approach.
Nonetheless, in the forms instantiated in or alongside modern criminal justice systems, it is a
single-process approach, aiming to achieve various ends within one process, and embodying
the intuition that justice is owed to victims and served in large part by demands placed on the
offender—including

participation

in

the

process,

community

accountability,

acknowledgement of wrongdoing, apology, and reparation. For all its affinities, it is therefore
in key ways at odds with the approach advocated here.
Inevitably, views about the merits and impact of restorative justice vary. Consonant
with some of the motivations we have adduced in favour of a dual-process approach, Andrew
Ashworth notes that, although restorative justice is supposed to heal wounds, restore
relationships, and reduce re-offending, ‘there is no evidence it can do all these things
satisfactorily, and it seems likely that a focus on one may not enhance others’.60 Conversely,
there is evidence that, at least when enacted as a successful ritual, wherein a kind of emotional
synchrony between victim and offender is achieved, restorative justice can be a positive
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experience for both.61 It has also been argued that the interpersonal process embodied in a
restorative justice approach both represents what victims want62 and serves to reduce the risk
of future offending.63 Any full evaluation of restorative justice is beyond the scope of this
article. Rather, what we want to emphasize is that the instantiation of a dual-track process
has the capacity to mitigate or even remove a number of key difficulties restorative justice
faces: fairness, side-taking, and the potential for coercion.
Why should adherence to a dual-track process underpin the possibility of good
restorative justice practices? One key difficulty faced by restorative justice is guaranteeing
equality before the law and fairness as between victims and offenders. In the case of an unduly
powerful offender or an unduly vulnerable victim (or vice versa), it is hard to rule out pressure
to participate in restorative practices, and difficult for the facilitator to be sure that the
outcome is a fair one, undistorted by power relations. Indeed, we described above the threat
that VPSs can pose to ensuring equal treatment before the law—and to keeping at bay
emotional dynamics conducive to affective blame. This, we suggest, is mirrored in restorative
justice; side-taking concerns perhaps even more so, as the kinds of psychological processes
conducive to side-taking may be heightened in smaller groups and more intimate settings. In
addition, for restorative justice to be successful, both participants must be willing and able to
participate fully; yet this condition may not be met. On the one hand, offenders may not be
able—at the time of the restorative justice circle—to reflect and acknowledge the offence and
offer a genuine apology, due to their own psychological state of readiness, in which case one
of the main reparative tools of restorative justice for victims is unavailable and victims may
rightly feel that closure has not been achieved. On the other hand, victims may be unready or
unable to reconcile let alone forgive, in which case one of the main rehabilitative tools of
restorative justice for offenders is unavailable. Indeed, compelling either party to participate
in a restorative justice process—given the psychological demands on each—is not only likely
to negatively affect the outcome, but is also arguably unjust.
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Hence despite its purported victim-centric orientation, restorative justice risks placing
undue burdens on victims. The reason a dual-process approach helps to resolve these
problems is very simple. It sets up a process which caters effectively and justly for the
interests and needs of both victims and offenders. It therefore reduces the likelihood that
power imbalances and side-taking have an impact on the outcome, or that victims feel pressure
to participate as the only way to have their needs recognized and met or, alternatively, for the
sake of the community or the offender. A dual-process approach therefore maximizes the
chances that restorative justice is selected only in cases for which it is truly appropriate.

VIII. CONCLUSION
On the one hand, in so far as a single-process approach requires a certain form of victim
participation to serve offender-related ends, and offender participation to serve victim-related
needs and interests—as in restorative justice—it is not only hostage to that participation. It
also arguably asks something of both parties, but of victims in particular, which we may feel
uncomfortable with or indeed view as straightforwardly wrong. On the other hand, in so far
as a single-process approach focuses on victim interests and needs in so far as these are
satiated by punishment of the offender, it risks sidelining genuine concern for the overall
wellbeing of victims by the call for ‘just deserts’. The solution, we have argued, lies in a
centralized dual-process approach to a modern criminal justice system, with one track of the
system designed to serve the interests and needs of victims, and one track of the system
designed to determine criminal responsibility and convict and sentence offenders, in such a
way as to promote reform and rehabilitation to the best of the system’s ability. The two tracks
with their key participants will no doubt be required to interact to some extent, particularly
in relation to the need for victims to act as witnesses, and desires of either party for apology
and direct recompense. A dual-process approach nonetheless offers a framework to clearly
separate as a matter of principle the various ends which a centralized, state-initiated criminal
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justice system ought to serve, thereby increasing the likelihood that they are in fact met in
practice, and providing a clear rationale for when—and how—such interaction can best be
facilitated for both parties.
Such a system is therefore, we argue, far preferable to the current single-process
approach, which muddies justice with vengeance by inviting the equation of justice for victims
with punishment of offenders. But we suspect this intuition may be part of any residual
resistance—apart from the evident practical challenges—to exploring the dual-process
alternative we have articulated. We end, therefore, with one final argument for its rejection.
The intuition that justice is served to victims through punishment of the offender—if it is not
to be interpreted as an empirical claim as to what brings most victim satisfaction (in which
case it is of questionable truth)64 – seems to express, as Hart put it, a ‘mysterious piece of
moral alchemy in which the combination of the two evils of moral wickedness are transmuted
into good’.65 What, in reality, does a tit-for-tat style revenge-alchemy offer victims? Without
further justification, there ought to be no place for such ideology in contemporary legal
systems—retributive and non-retributive alike—which aim to fashion more measured and
nuanced responses to crime, potentially serving forward-looking considerations expressive of
the values of a broadly liberal society, including inclusion and reintegration of all offenders,
alongside the imperative to hold offenders responsible and to account. Hence, until this
intuition can be adequately clarified and upheld, the empirical as well as principled grounds
in favour of rejecting a single-process approach are overwhelming; and, if indeed the intuition
that justice for victims proceeds via punishment of offenders is at some point made good, it
must yet be weighed against these other concerns. To return to our initial analogy, we
accordingly conclude that, as with therapy, so too with criminal justice: we need a track for
victims and a track for offenders.
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